
Course Name Course Code Course Type Brief description  Source 

Practicum Seminar 2 PRAC 1003 Course that includes Sustainability This course requires students to observe and document on inclusion, diversity and culture within a child care program 
and the community.  

Faculty Survey 

Understanding Medical Procedure HLTH 8033 Course that includes Sustainability Review/update pharmacology, including drug groups, actions, uses, adverse reactions and application of the nursing 
process. By covering human health, the students learn to understand social economic patient recoveries. Recovery and 
illness impact livelihoods and social interaction.  

Faculty Survey 

Aboriginal Communications  COMM 1048 Course that includes Sustainability Aboriginal Employment, Largest Growing Demographic in Canada. Education Initiatives for First Nation, Metis and Inuit 
students.  

Faculty Survey 

Practicum Seminar 1 PROF 1010 Course that includes Sustainability This course requires students to observe and document on inclusion, diversity and culture within a child care program 
and the community.  

Faculty Survey 

Advocacy DSWP 2008 Course that includes Sustainability This course examines how people with disabilities and their families and supporters can engage in advocacy actions that 
promote equal treatment and access to supports and services. Students develop verbal and written advocacy skills that 
will aid in their advocacy work as DSWs. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

Canoe Camping SITB 8012 Course that includes Sustainability This course introduces the participant to the most significant aspects of camping, both traditional and lightweight, as 
they apply to canoe tripping. Topics of discussion deal with preferred foods, environmental impact, cooking techniques, 
suggested equipment, canoeing skills, campsite selection, camping skills, group dynamics, and sanitation.  

www.loyalistfocus.com 

Contemporary Social Problems SOCI 8005 Sustainability Course A continuation of Sociology and Canadian Society which will focus on a variety of social problems in Canadian society. 
The social issues will include: addiction, social stratification, minorities, race and ethnicity, education, workplace, gender 
issues, media and health issues, and the family. Each issue is looked at in detail including the history of the problem and 
what society is doing to deal with the issue. SSW: Equivalent to SOCI-1008 (Social Problems). Justice Studies: In this 
course, current social science paradigms and theories will be used as a framework for analysis of contemporary social 
issues relevant to vocations in police services. Topics such as crime, violence, abuse, social stratification, ageism, and 
racism will be included. The course focus will be on how individual behaviours collectively create social issues. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

A Vegetarian Primer CULN 9101 Sustainability Course These workshops are all about making vegetarian meals that are healthy and taste great too! www.loyalistfocus.com 

Diversity and First Nations People LASA 8000 Sustainability Course In this course students will critically identify and examine issues in diversity. Specifically, students will focus on topics 
pertaining to inequality in various social settings, including but not limited to: race, gender, ethnicity, class, and sexual 
orientation. Incorporating social/legal explanations of diversity, students will develop a clear understanding of the 
impacted groups and possible strategies of community empowerment. This course will increase knowledge and 
awareness of important issues in the Aboriginal cultures of Canada. The legal status of Aboriginal people will be explored 
along with the Aboriginal rights and self-determination. Other critical issues relating to land claims, justice and social 
services will be studied.  

www.loyalistfocus.com 

Environmental Citizenship ENVR 8000 Sustainability Course Based on the general principles of national citizenship, environmental citizenship goes beyond national borders to 
emphasize global environmental rights and responsibilities to focus on both conservation of and planned sustainable use 
of our planet's resources, as well as the recognition that environmental health is a prerequisite to human health. 
Environmental citizenship is a personal commitment to learning more about the environment and to taking responsible 
environmental action. This course is a journey into adopting attitudes and behaviours that foster global environmental 
responsibility. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

Environmental Laws & Regulations Tech 8018 Course that includes Sustainability This course will provide skills and practical knowledge to apply various environmental laws and regulations such as the 
Environmental Protection Act, the Ontario Water Resources Act, Ont. Reg. 419 (and former Reg. 346), Ont. Reg. 347, and 
other related environmental legislation. With practical understanding of environmental laws, students will have the 
information to help protect themselves and their companies from possible litigation while at the same time help 
preserve the environment. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

First Nations Peoples COUN 8000 Course that includes Sustainability Will increase knowledge and awareness of important issues in the Aboriginal cultures of Canada. The legal status of 
Aboriginal People will be explored along with Aboriginal rights and self-determination. Other critical issues relating to 
land claims, justice and social services will be studied. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 



Course Name Course Code Course Type Brief description  Source 

Foundations for Sustainability Tech 8149 Sustainability Course People learn about whether they are part of or apart from nature through what is included in, or excluded from, the 
curricula they encounter in their respective educational journeys. In this foundation course, students explore the general 
principles of sustainability, reflect on the implications it has in their own lives, and learn about the importance of its 
inclusion within the curriculum. They hone their active critical-thinking, problem-solving and reflective skills and 
practices as they explore a variety of topics, including the concepts of limits and unsustainability, ecological identity, 
worldviews, ecological footprint, sense of place and space, engaging nature as a teacher, system thinking, and our 
responsibilities as good global citizens. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

Global Citizenship SOCI 8007 Sustainability Course The world is shrinking.  The ice caps are melting.  A sneeze, thousands of kilometres away, starts a health pandemic, and 
technology enables us to intimately view not only earthquakes and tsunamis but human rights violations around the 
world.  This reality calls for an understanding of sustainability, diversity, and social justice.  A global citizen is aware of 
the wider world, respects diversity, is outraged by injustice, participates in community from the local to global level, and 
feels compelled to act to make the world a more humane and sustainable place.  Global citizenship will help students 
gain personal understanding of themselves as citizens of the world and apply it in their own lives. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

Global Logistics BUSI 8142 Course that includes Sustainability This course looks at the forces of globalization in the field of logistics. Students will explore the strategic framework of 
transporting goods across international boundaries, research on the evolving concepts of the international supply chain 
network and calculate the risks involved with global operations, specifically towards the transportation and distribution 
industry. The course involves research into shipping goods to an international destination and mapping out performance 
measures towards the best method for the shipment of these goods. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

Global Warming Concepts TECH 8117 Sustainability Course Students will develop an awareness of the current scientific certainties in global warming versus what is not certain, 
historical and current political issues at a global and national level, including topics such as the Kyoto agreement, ethical 
responsibilities of individuals, corporations, and governments, and the conflictions between economic development and 
the environment. This course provides the opportunity for students to develop greater understanding of social 
awareness and the relationship between science, technology and an individual's responsibility to society and the 
environment 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

Health and Wellbeing DSWP 2003 Course that includes Sustainability The concept of healthy living and the promotion of wellbeing are explored in the context of developmental services 
including active living, nutrition, human sexuality, promoting a healthy lifestyle, and dealing with stress. This course is 
intended to prepare the student for the lab skills that will be delivered in DSWP2004 Health and Wellbeing Lab. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

Inclusion & Community Development DSWP 2006 Course that includes Sustainability This course will explore the following two factors that are required for the achievement of “real” inclusion for people 
with disabilities. 1. Strong community connections/partnerships gained through capacity focused community 
development. 2. Valued roles attained through the implementation of Social Role Valorization theory. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

Racism & Discrimination LAWS 8007 Sustainability Course Students taking this course will learn the definition of racism and discrimination, and will be able to identify the various 
sources of discrimination and racism resulting from cultural values and physical differences between individuals. By 
identifying racism and discrimination issues in North American society, students will learn how to analyze the 
sociological factors that cause bias and prejudice to surface in our society. 

www.loyalistfocus.com 

     

Total Courses 19    

 


